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A size guide that’s
child’s play…

Hello.
Welcome to the third issue of CREATE, the magazine from
Spaceoasis full of ideas, inspiration and examples to help you
create amazing learning spaces.

GET IN TOUCH…
Children shoot up in height throughout their school career and
getting the right size furniture is essential for comfort, posture
and back health. The BSEN 1729 Standard provides useful
guidance to furniture sizes from tiny pre-schoolers to teenagers
who are almost as tall as you are. Here’s a quick guide to help
you get the right furniture sizes for your students.
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Visit our new showroom to fully appreciate
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Sometimes it’s hard to know where to start when you want to
improve your learning environments. In a constantly changing
educational world, how can you be sure you’re investing wisely?
One solution is to develop a strategic plan, which looks at your
whole site and explores all your options. Canons High School
in Harrow did just that and they share their wisdom with us on
page E06.
When it comes to designing individual areas, understanding the
neuroscience of learning can help. We’ve been working with
neuroscientist, Dr Tim Holmes, to develop six neuroscientific
principles that will help shape your classrooms. We share the
principles and show you how they work in a classroom setting
on page E28.
We catch up with Terry White, an expert in learning-led
design and Executive Director of the Association for Learning
Environments (A4LE) in the UK, on page E34. We’re also
delighted to be joined by Lauren Costello OBE, Director of
Education at The White Horse Foundation Multi-Academy
Trust, talking about a bold new approach to teaching and
learning environments at The Croft Primary School in Swindon
(page E36).
With a view to inspiring your own projects we also share
examples, big and small, of recent projects from schools
around the country including West London Free School
(page E10), Queen Anne’s School (page E16) and Northern
Saints (page E24).
There’s some useful advice around what to look out for if
you’re interested in writable surfaces (page E42), a guide
to tiered seating (page E44), our What’s Hot page and the
story of how we’re working with one school’s brilliant DT
department whose students are making beautiful stools that
you can buy (page E46).
Enjoy!

Simon
SIMON HICK
MANAGING DIRECTOR, SPACEOASIS
SPACEOASIS, CURVPRESS, AGILE
and LEARNINGSURFACE are registered
trademarks of Spaceoasis Ltd.
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WHAT’S HOT
IN LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
Our travels around the UK’s schools give us a unique insight into what’s
happening in all sorts of learning environments. Here are some of the
things we’ve come across that we think you should know about…

03
Learning Spaces Magazine
Official publication of A4LE, Learning Spaces magazine
is packed with interesting news, case studies and
expert insight into learning spaces from around
the world. Learning Spaces has a clear
mission: to ensure tomorrow’s learners
have better spaces in which to learn, not just a
rehash of outmoded Victorian school rooms.
Join the revolution at www.teachingtimes.com

04
Now Teach
While Teach First encourages graduates to give
teaching a two-year try straight out of college,
Now Teach is aimed at people at the other end
of their career, encouraging people to have a
second, hopefully more rewarding, crack of the
whip in the classroom (not literally, obviously). FT
journalist Lucy Kellaway established Now Teach
when she realised she couldn’t be the only person
who wanted a second career in, as she puts it,
‘this most noble of professions’. With a chronic
shortage of maths and physics teachers, could
recruiting ex-professionals be one solution?

01

Is your classroom environment
helping or hindering learning?

Learnometer
Learnometer measures key data in the classroom
environment; light, CO2 and air pollution levels,
temperature, humidity, sound volumes and
rhythms. The brainchild of Professor Stephen
Heppell and his team, developed in partnership
with Jisc, Learnometer enables you to identify
problem areas and solve them to create
the optimum learning environment.
Why do you need one? Because environmental
factors affect learning. For example, there is
a linear deterioration in performance over a
certain temperature. Ever spotted some of your
students yawning? It could be because they are
sitting in a CO2 swamp. Knowledge is power and
Learnometer puts that knowledge in your corner.
Visit learnometer.net to find out more.

02
Wonderlab at the
Science Museum
With seven different zones,
Wonderlab is your (and your
children’s) chance to get
hands-on and interactive
with science and find answers
to lots of things you’ve
wondered about. You can have
a go on the friction slides, hoist
yourself up on a pulley, see
lightning and watch chemistry
shows with plenty of flash,
bang and wallop. Brilliant.
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Visit nowteach.org.uk

05

06

A4LE
A4LE is a 4,500-strong international members’
organisation that promotes excellence in learning
environments. By sharing good practice and creating
interactive communities and networks throughout the
education world, A4LE promotes the importance of
keeping the learner at the heart of the design process.
If you’re looking for support and advice around how to
ensure you create high quality learning environments
that will enhance student and teacher performance,
engaging with A4LE will give you access to expertise
and advice from around the world. You can hear more
from Terry White, A4LE’s Executive Director in the UK
on page E34.

Dogs in schools
As if they weren’t doing enough already, dogs have
added another role to their CV. First it was Guide
Dogs for the Blind, then they trained as assistance
dogs for people who are deaf, have a disability or
autism, then they started helping children learn
to read by providing furry support to boost their
confidence. Now our heroic hounds are going
mainstream, with carefully selected ‘ordinary’ dogs
helping de-stress children of all ages at all stages
of education with their calming presence. Charlie
(pictured) helps out at the The Croft Primary
School and at the University of Buckingham, a
cockapoo called Tamlaw Millie is on a mission to
help stressed students. Research has shown that
stroking pets alleviates stress and schools report
that having a furry friend around creates a calmer,
more harmonious atmosphere.
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READY FOR
ANYTHING:

‘A STRATEGIC
PLAN IS A
COMPASS, NOT
A MAP; IT GIVES
YOU A SENSE OF
DIRECTION,
NOT AN EXACT
ROUTE, BUT
IT MEANS
YOU’VE GOT A
CLEARER IDEA OF
WHERE YOU’RE
HEADING.”

WHY A STRATEGIC
PLAN COULD
HELP IMPROVE
YOUR SCHOOL

S

ince the demise of the Building Schools
for the Future programme (BSF), capital spending
by the Department for Education has fallen from the
dizzy heights of £7.4bn in 2009-10 to £4.8bn in 2015-2016.
By 2019-20 this figure is expected to be £3.8bn, that’s 56% below
the 2009-10 level in real terms. The BSF gap was partly plugged by
the Priority Schools Building Programme (PSBP), which targeted funding
at schools deemed to be in dire need. However, some schools that were
waiting for their BSF wave when the programme was scrapped missed out on
PSBP funding because the condition of their school wasn’t considered poor enough. »
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THE JOURNEY
SO FAR…
The recent direction for Canons
has been to transform spaces
to reflect the community and
partnership aspects that are
a core part of the vision for
the Academy. With input from
Spaceoasis® these include:
• An unwanted foyer area at the
front of the school has become
a Reception area with the style
and feel of the furniture reflecting
partnership and professionalism
in an area that starts with an
electronic visitor system.
• The Library has been remodelled
using colour and furniture to
create a technology touchdown
area, a lounge area for reading
and, importantly, a help desk-style
area from which the Librarian and
student library helpers provide
support. This has transformed
the numbers using the library
regularly and has gone hand in
hand with opening the Library
for extended use after school
and during the holidays. The next
step, well maybe inviting the
community in to use this resource
when the school isn’t in session.
• A large classroom space has been
remodelled into a partnership
room, with flexible conferencestyle tables, a learning wall and a
touch-down technology bar. This
space is now used by a range
of audiences; Scholars Barnet
FC have based their educational
provision here (the orange
tracksuits go well!); to ESOL
lessons for parents; to a British
Council session for education
professionals from Peru, delivered
by the Canons Park Teaching
School Alliance; to a Masters style
course on ‘Working in Complexity
in School Leadership’ delivered
on a Saturday morning by the
University of Hertfordshire.

Now, for schools in the state sector,
securing funds for capital projects
largely depends on your ability
to bid successfully for a share of
dwindling pots. There’s Basic Need
funding for new pupil places and a
variety of different pots under the
School Condition Funding umbrella,
which includes devolved formula
capital allocations (DFC), school
condition allocations and condition
improvement funds (CIF) depending
on whether you are an academy, a
maintained school, a large or small
Multi Academy Trust (MAT). It’s a
complex picture and one that, as
schools well know, can change at the
drop of a hat depending on which
way the political wind is blowing.
One thing’s for certain; a return to
the days of glossy new architectdesigned schools isn’t on the cards.
So, when the education landscape
is continually evolving and
changing, and your school is
having to adapt to the demands
of an ever-changing curriculum
and fluctuating pupil numbers on
a shoestring budget, how can you
ensure you invest your hard won
funding in the right way? And how
can you ensure you get your fair
share of the crumbs? The answer is
to have a strategic plan. If you’re an
independent school it’s a different
ball game but you still need to keep
a firm grip on your purse strings
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and having a clear strategic plan
makes it easier to win support for
your proposals and to ensure you
have clarity over budgets in the
long term.

KEY
CONSIDERATIONS:
ADVICE TO
OTHER SCHOOLS

Expanding your horizons
One school that has a clear view
through the complexity is Canons
High School in Harrow. With two
Outstanding Ofsted reports under
its belt, this heavily oversubscribed
award-winning academy, which
became a Teaching School in 2014,
had 775 applications for 210 places
last year. A few years ago there
were only 120 pupils when 180
places were available and there
was accommodation to spare.
Now the opposite is true and the
school is finding ways to expand on
a confined site with the help of a
strategic plan by LOM Architecture
and Design.

If you’re considering
developing a strategic
plan, Simon Newton
recommends finding
professional partners that
can support you throughout
the journey and starting
conversations around
planning early on:

The plan provides detailed drawings
and an analysis of the site, including
the existing capacity of each
space along with predicted future
capacity requirements and a set of
options as to how to achieve the
desired changes by reconfiguring
existing space, and demolishing
and rebuilding others. At Canons
they needed to expand sports and
social space, increase teaching
space to accommodate rising
student numbers and to separate
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pedestrian and vehicle access. The
development of the plan also raised
questions around the necessity
of ICT suites and whether adding
more traditional classrooms was the
right way to go.
Simon Newton, Business Manager
at Canons High School explains
why they commissioned a strategic
plan, “It was partly in response
to becoming an academy in 2011
and also to be ready if capital
funding does become available.
We were in line for BSF funding
but that was cancelled and the
school wasn’t judged to be in poor
enough condition to receive PSBP
so we needed a new plan. Being
an academy does give you some
control, whereas local authority
schools don’t have as much
freedom to think strategically.

the buildings up to standard but
it’s about more than not having a
leaking roof, it’s about helping the
school evolve. Having the plan means
we know which buildings might be
knocked down so we know where to
invest in the short term and what the
long term vision is.”

Keven Bartle, Headteacher at
Canons High School, explains
how becoming a Multi Academy
Trust and having a strategic plan
means his school is ready for
anything, “Being a Multi Academy
Trust means we’re ready for any
eventuality politically or in terms
of funding. We’re ready to expand
if we choose to do so and the
MAT structure is in place to allow
that. We already help struggling
schools and they could become
part of our trust if they decide
to become an academy. We
“We knew there were insufficient
could also open a Free School or
funds to do everything; we knew
a Studio school because we’ve
that the sixth form block, which was
got this structure in place. The
relatively new, was staying and that
context is continually changing
we needed more dining, social and
and our strategic plan is part of
sports space. But this is about more
being prepared to meet the everthan buildings, it’s about how the
evolving needs of our school and
school functions within the wider
our community. It’s a compass not
community as well. We’re open
a map; it gives you a direction, not
until 10pm every night because
community groups use the site too, an exact route but it means you’ve
so it was a very complicated picture. got a clearer idea of where you’re
heading. It provides some clarity in
a constantly changing world.”
“Condition Improvement Funding
helped and we managed to get
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01
HAVING PROFESSIONAL
PARTNERS, like Spaceoasis®,
in place is valuable. Their advice
might not map exactly with what
you think but it will provide ideas
and a fresh perspective. You
may have to be prepared to pay
markets rates but the right partners
will definitely add value.

02
START PLANNING DISCUSSIONS
early so you know what’s possible
and where the hurdles might lie.

03
QUESTION WHETHER
CLASSROOMS ARE THE ANSWER.
Are classrooms going the same
way as interactive whiteboards –
redundant and not fit for purpose?
Would more flexible spaces you
dip in and out of be better?

04
CLASS SIZES, form entry,
curricula and timetables all have
an impact on the requirement
for accommodation so you
need analyse these closely to
understand your current and
future requirements.
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West London
Free School
THE BRAND-NEW LIBRARY
WITH OLD FASHIONED VALUES.

S

tudents stand when a teacher enters the room, low level disruptive behaviour
is not tolerated and pupils sit in rows facing the front. If this sounds like a
grammar school circa 1950 it may surprise you to know that, in fact, this school
was established in 2011 as one of the country’s first free schools.

THIS LOOKS
AND FEELS LIKE
A PLACE DESIGNED
FOR SERIOUS STUDY.
AND THAT WAS
EXACTLY THE PLAN.

West London Free School prides itself on offering a traditional, knowledge-based
curriculum and is popular with parents looking for a classical, grammar school-style
education for their children. Latin is compulsory until 14, terms are called Michaelmas,
Lent and Trinity and students are expected to read 25 quality books during their time
in the lower school. There is a strong emphasis on competition, especially in sports, as
well as a broad programme of extra-curricular activities. »
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IS THIS A UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY I SEE BEFORE ME?
The school’s first sixth form intake arrived in September 2016 and
is based in Franklin House, a converted four storey office block just
around the corner from the main school. Walk into its brand-new
library and you’d be forgiven for thinking you’re at an elite university.
With its sombre tones, dark grey soft seating reading booths
enlivened with a daring dash of yellow, to the individual reading
lights poised over dark veneered desks alongside rows and rows of
books; this looks and feels like a place designed for serious study.
And that was exactly the plan.
Headteacher, Hywel Jones, explains, “We wanted a sixth form library
that looked and felt like something you’d find at a Russell Group
university: individual study spaces, reading lamps, minimal ICT and
a clear priority placed on books. It’s all about preparing our students
for the next phase, to ease their transition to university or into a
profession by familiarising them with serious, formal spaces. When
students come into the library they work calmly and quietly, there’s a
lovely settled feel. It’s definitely not a social space – it’s somewhere to
focus on your work.” »

WE WANTED A SIXTH FORM
LIBRARY THAT LOOKED
AND FELT LIKE SOMETHING
YOU’D FIND AT A RUSSELL
GROUP UNIVERSITY…”
A BLEND OF BOOTHS, READING DESKS AND
CIRCULAR TABLES PROVIDES THE PERFECT
ENVIRONMENT FOR FOCUSED STUDY.

E12 CASE STUDY: WEST LONDON FREE SCHOOL

 YWEL JONES
H
HEADTEACHER
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GOING BY THE BOOK
“You hear of some schools removing all the
books from their library, which I think is crazy,”
continued Mr Jones. “Being able to use a
library and access quality knowledge through
books is an important skill. We place great
emphasis on reading. The other day it was
raining so everyone stayed in during break. I
walked through the school and every single
student had their nose in a book.”
As well as using their new library for supervised,
timetabled study, students often visit during
independent study time as well as before and
after school because it’s a warm, comfortable
place to work. At a recent parents’ evening
many visitors remarked on how attractive and
calm the library is and how much it reflects a
high-end academic institution.

The library is a clear expression of
the school’s traditional ethos, but
it was difficult to find a designer
who understood the brief.
“We are something of an outlier
in our approach and we found
most contractors wanted to
deliver what they usually deliver,
rather than interpreting the
brief,” explains Hywel Jones.
“Spaceoasis® were a long way in
front in terms of understanding
where were coming from and
what we wanted, right down to
the colour schemes and finishes.
We are delighted with how it has
turned out.”

THE WEST LONDON FREE SCHOOL READING LIST
Year 7
- Anthony Horowitz, House of Silk
- Kevin Crosley-Holland, The Seeing Stone
- Michael Morpurgo, Beowulf
- Rosemary Sutcliff, The Iliad
- Neil Gaiman, The Graveyard Book

Year 10
- Ray Bradbury, Fahrenheit 451
- Jostein Gaarder, Sophie’s World
- Christopher Isherwood, Goodbye to Berlin
- Kazuo Ishiguro, Never Let Me Go
- Ian McEwan, Enduring Love

Year 8
- Ernest Hemingway, The Old Man and the Sea
- Rosemary Sutcliff, The Eagle of the Ninth
- Jules Verne, Around The World in Eighty Days
- Judith Kerr, When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit
- Richard Hughes, A High Wind in Jamaica

Year 11
- F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby
- Khaled Hosseini, The Kite Runner
- P.D. James, Children of Men
- L.P. Hartley, The Go Between
- Iain Banks, The Wasp Factory

‘MOST CONTRACTORS
WANTED TO DELIVER
WHAT THEY USUALLY
DELIVER RATHER THAN
INTERPRETING THE
BRIEF. SPACEOASIS®
WERE A LONG WAY
IN FRONT IN TERMS
OF UNDERSTANDING
WHERE WE WERE
COMING FROM.”

Year 9
- Benjamin Zephaniah, Refugee Boy
- Mark Haddon, The Curious Incident
of the Dog in the Night-time
- Arundhati Roy, The God of Small Things
- Joe Simpson, Touching the Void
- Hugh Howey, Wool

E14 CASE STUDY: WEST LONDON FREE SCHOOL

 YWEL JONES
H
HEADTEACHER
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TALES OF THE
UNEXPECTED
THE BOLD NEW SIXTH FORM CENTRE
THAT CHALLENGES PRECONCEPTIONS

I

magine you are approached by a school
that was established in 1894, whose red
brick Victorian buildings are clad with ivy
and feature conical towers, beautiful mullioned
windows and elaborate balustrades, and asked
to design their new sixth form building. You
might expect them to be wedded to their longestablished, traditional comfort zone. You might
expect them to want their new space to blend
seamlessly with their existing estate.
If the school in question was Queen Anne’s
School in Caversham, Berkshire you’d have
got it completely wrong. »

E16 CASE STUDY: QUEEN ANNE’S SCHOOL
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Upstairs the clean, white teaching spaces are a
complete contrast to the industrial feel of the ground
floor. Designed to facilitate collaborative learning, these
adaptable spaces have dry wipe walls at both ends of
each room and agile furniture, including Bite tables, so
that layouts can be changed to suit different learning
styles. Partition walls further enhance the flexibility of
these spaces which can be opened up to accommodate
larger groups. These stylish teaching spaces are flanked
by quirky breakout rooms, called Headspaces, designed
by the students in an in-house competition featuring The
Inside of Big Ben, Central Park and a West End Theatre.
These Headspace breakout rooms are used by staff and
students during their free periods and are there to be
explored and interacted with as users see fit. »

WE WANTED A SIXTH FORM
CENTRE THAT WOULD
PROVIDE THE GIRLS WITH
A NEW WAY OF LOOKING
AT THEIR LEARNING”
 AWN BELLAMY
D
HEAD OF SIXTH FORM

AGILE BITE TABLES WITH COLOUR
CO-ORDINATED EDGES THAT
MATCH THE CHAIRS CREATES A
SOPHISTICATED AND CLEAN LOOK.

Queen Anne’s School, a popular and
high achieving independent boarding
and day school for girls, may have a
long and illustrious history but it has
its sights set firmly on the future. Its
new sixth form building, called The
Space, is sleek, modern and hi-tech,
inspiring those who use it to ‘think big’.
This visionary new building recently
helped the school win a TES award
for Outstanding Post-16 Innovation
Provision, with judges praising the
building’s capacity to liberate learners
from traditional learning environments.
Dawn Bellamy, Head of Sixth Form

E18 CASE STUDY: QUEEN ANNE’S SCHOOL

at Queen Anne’s School said about
The Space, “We wanted a sixth form
centre that would provide the girls
with a new way of looking at their
learning; a creative, ‘without bounds’
space where they develop their own
way of looking at their personal
development. We also wanted an
environment that links them to life at
university and the world of work.”
Inside The Space
The Space combines red brick
and steel to present a boldly
contemporary building that is flooded

with natural light, incorporating playful,
innovative spaces and clever use of
colour. The ground floor is a vast,
modern industrial space which houses
the dining space (used by the whole
school), a brand new digital library and
café. With soft seating areas and witty,
brightly coloured timber shed-style
booths, dining tables and smaller
individual tables this is a highly flexible
space with partitions that can be
opened to create a single large space
for concerts, events or exhibitions.
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“WE WANTED ‘THE SPACE’ TO
UNLOCK GREATER POSSIBILITIES.”
Lewandowski Architects, who won the architectural competition to
design the new sixth form centre, are developing a reputation for
pushing boundaries in the world of education and they aren’t afraid
to ruffle a few feathers along the way. Their winning proposal met
the school’s brief but in a radically different way from other entrants.
The school’s bold decision to run with this contemporary scheme has
resulted in a landmark building. This uniquely innovative approach was,
in part, due the practice’s passionate belief in the power of environments
to shape the learning experience.

Alex Chapman, Associate Director
at Lewandowski Architects believes
teaching can only go so far in a
traditional classroom, “To enable
students to think differently you need
a different environment, so you can
teach and learn in new ways and
unlock new skills,” he explains.
“The Space is an exciting environment
to learn in, it’s stimulating and inspiring
and it enables students to develop
their independence, helping them
prepare for life after school. The social
and teaching spaces are inherently
flexible, they don’t dictate how they
should be used; you have to make
choices and decisions and this
develops independent thinking.
We wanted The Space to unlock
greater possibilities than could be
achieved in a traditional space.”

E20 CASE STUDY: QUEEN ANNE’S SCHOOL

TOP:
STUDENTS
HELPED DESIGN
THE HEADSPACE
CLASSROOMS.
LEFT:
GROUND FLOOR
CAFETERIA IS USED
BY WHOLE SCHOOL.
MIDDLE:
SIXTH FORM STUDENTS
USE THE CAFETERIA
AS A SOCIAL
AND STUDY SPACE.
BOTTOM:
CONTEMPORARY
STUDY SPACES.

Lewandowski Architects worked
with Feltham Construction, a trusted
contractor who built the school’s
boarding houses, and specified
furniture from Spaceoasis® who
also worked with the architects
to contribute ideas for the furniture
layouts of the independent learning
spaces on the ground floor.

“The Space has enabled teachers and the girls to work in
different ways, combining the versatility of the technology and
furniture in the learning spaces with the quiet and reflective
surroundings of the Headspaces to move towards an increasingly
independent way of thinking and learning. There’s a real sense
of Sixth Form identity within the building, giving the younger
girls something to aspire to as they move up through the school.”
Headmistress of Queen Anne’s School, Julia Harrington, said,
“The Space is a beautiful, iconic building but what it has
brought to us as a school is so much more than that. The
Space is a bright and dynamic environment that has become
the hub for the rhythm of school life. The Space inspires us to
think big, enables us to pursue our individual journeys and
brings us together as a vibrant and developing community
that recognises the importance of our links with each other
and the world outside.”

Much of the furniture is unique to
The Space because Lewandowski
Architects took ‘off the shelf’ items
and worked with Spaceoasis® to
develop unique configurations,
colours and fabric finishes.
A bright and dynamic environment
Since it opened in June 2016, The Space
has proved popular with students and
teachers. Dawn Bellamy commented,

So, next time you’re approached by a venerable institution,
don’t assume they’re dyed in the wool traditionalists.
They might just surprise you.
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‘THE SPACE’
IS A BRIGHT
AND DYNAMIC
ENVIRONMENT
THAT HAS BECOME
THE HUB FOR
THE RHYTHM OF
SCHOOL LIFE.”
JULIA HARRINGTON
HEADMISTRESS
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The FCL is spread over 900m2
and presented in five zones:

Future

CLASSROOM LAB

01 CREATE - digital design and production (this
is where you’ll find a Spaceoasis® Maker Space
and a raft of technologies for making things)

C O P E N H A G E N

Getting hands-on with technology

1

02 PRESENTATION - focused on plenary, class
presentations and communication
03 FEEDBACK - this is where developers pitch

3

and test new ideas and receive feedback

04 DEVELOP - data and prototyping
05 EXPLORE - ideas, problems and challenges
4

To help answer these questions while providing
a hands on ‘sandbox’ environment to try out all
these new technologies, European School Net in
collaboration with the Danish National Agency for
IT and Learning set up The Future Classroom Lab
(FCL) in Campus Carlsberg, Copenhagen. FCL
opened in September 2016 to provide impartial
advice and hands-on experience with new
technologies. Teachers and learners from all over
Europe (and beyond) visit the space to try things
for themselves and figure out what would add
genuine value to their learning environments.

2

T
5

A SPACEOASIS® MAKER SPACE
PROVIDES OF AN ENVIRONMENT THAT
ENCOURAGES HANDS-ON EXPLORATION.

E22 FUTURE CLASSROOM LAB

he role of
technology in
learning has been the
subject of fierce debate for some years.
On the one hand you have technophiles dreaming
of a purely digital, paperless learning environment
and on the other you have traditionalists clinging
on to chalk and blackboards, insisting that the old
way is best. Add to this the tsunami of products
and gadgets being promoted to schools as musthave, transformational technologies and it’s no
wonder we’re all rather confused. For example,
3D printers, drones, laser cutters and robots are
now just about affordable to schools, but will they
become an invaluable asset or something only
used by those passionate enough to figure out
how they actually work?

HELLO@SPACEOASIS.COM

As well as teachers and learners visiting from
Denmark and beyond, the space is used by
trainee teachers from University College Capital
(UCC), helping deliver a generation of teachers
with the skills to extract the full learning potential
from a range of technologies. These Future
Classroom Teachers will in turn train colleagues
and help spread their prowess. To help create
appropriate technologies, product developers
can bring prototypes to FCL and receive
feedback from visitors. This feedback loop will
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help ensure products are specifically designed
to meet the pedagogical needs of the education
sector, rather than simply producing a cheaper
version that is affordable to schools.
Lasse Remmer, Lead Ambassador for Denmark
at FCL said, “Future Classroom Lab is here to
explore how we can implement technology in
schools to improve learning. Technology has
enormous potential but it needs to be focused on
real world needs if it is to be truly effective. Our
impartial advice and guidance to teachers and
technology makers helps them understand what
technology can do and how to design products
that really work in schools. The hands-on
approach means you can see how technologies
could work when you’re back at school, so you’re
better able to make informed decisions rather
than costly mistakes. The feedback from visitors
has been extremely positive and we have exciting
plans to continue to develop the space.”
Visit futureclassroomlab.dk
to find out more.
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IS IT A STAFFROOM?
IS IT A CLASSROOM?

No, it’s…

SUPER HUB!

E24 CASE STUDY: NORTHERN SAINTS
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NORTHERN
SAINTS
PR I M A RY S C H O O L S

“IF YOU INVEST IN
THEM, THEY WILL
RESPOND BECAUSE
THEY FEEL VALUED
AND THAT’S
WHAT THIS SPACE
DELIVERS.”

Since it was established in 2013, by
bringing together two local primary
schools, Northern Saints has become
one of the UK’s Top 100 Performing
Schools in terms of progress from KS1 to
LINZI TOMLIN
KS2 and was the joint winner of the National
OFFICE MANAGER AT NORTHERN SAINTS
Pupil Premium Award in 2016. The school’s
emphasis on the development of thinking skills
and team work as well as a diverse range of extracurricular activities makes it so popular with parents
that it is currently oversubscribed.

FREE ACCESS
THERE ARE NO WALLS BETWEEN
THE HUB (WHICH ACTS AS A
STAFF AREA DURING BREAK AND
LUNCH) AND THE DINING ROOM,
ENHANCING ACCESS TO STAFF
AND REMOVING THE PERCEIVED
BARRIERS ASSOCIATED WITH A
TRADITIONAL STAFF ROOM.

JOINT WINNER OF THE 2016

National Pupil
Premium Award
E26 CASE STUDY: NORTHERN SAINTS
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With most of its buildings dating from the 1950s, the
school has a long term strategic plan to develop its
facilities so that the environments at the school match up
to its ambition and achievements. One of these areas is a
multifunctional hub, adjacent to the dining space, which is
used as a staff area, for intervention groups from all years;
pupil events and award ceremonies are held there as well
as parent teacher meetings and coffee mornings. The
school has strong links with the local community and the
hub is often hired out to local groups and for corporate
events. Next to the hub is a kitchen pod where staff can
make themselves tea and coffee, replacing the staff room.

ideas around because everyone can see each other. The
space is large enough to seat 30 plus the additional tiered
seating, so it can comfortably accommodate large groups.

This multifunctional, agile space with tiered seating, tables
with writable surfaces, writable walls and upholstered
chairs serves a multitude of purposes. The comfortable,
vibrant furniture makes it a popular place with students
and staff who can reconfigure the furniture to suit, for
example, a spellings intervention group or a staff meeting.
Two LearningSurface® writable screens enable users to
divide the space. Being able to arrange the tables in a
circle facilitates discussion, making it easier to bounce

An intervention teacher at the school also commented,
“The new tables are great for my interventions and small
teaching groups. I love that the children have the freedom
to practice and rearrange their sentence by writing it on
the table before putting it into the books. It’s also a great
way to help with spellings that they would like to practice
first. The furniture also brightens up the learning space
and makes it inviting for children. It has transformed it
into a place where they love to learn.”
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Linzi Tomlin, Office Manager at Northern Saints, said,
“Creating environments like this is really about giving
the kids more. If you invest in them, they will respond
because they feel valued and that’s what this space
delivers – they come in here and they feel important.
The furniture is a key part of its success, it’s really good
quality and easy to change the layout to suit what
we’re doing.”
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SIX PRINCIPLES:
T H E

N E U R O S C I E N C E

O F

C L A S S R O O M

D E S I G N

What we’ve learned about the neuroscience of classroom design distilled into six guiding
principles. This is an approach, not a rulebook; you don’t need to tick all six boxes, just
consider their impact and how they might help shape your learning space.

DYNAMIC

THE APPLIANCE OF

S
C O U L D
T O

IEN
N E U R O S C I E N C E

O P T I M I S I N G

H O L D

C L A S S R O O M

of the

PERSONAL

K E Y

D E S I G N ?

E

nvironments influence how we feel and how we behave and learning environments
are no exception. Over the last 30 years, scientists have learned how our sensory
processes work and can now accurately predict how we will behave when presented
with certain environmental cues. This knowledge can be applied to the design of our
surroundings in order to influence attention, behaviour and motivation. While this insight is
often funded by the deep pockets of retail and leisure operators, we wanted to find out if we
could take it out of a commercial context and harness it to improve learning environments.
Rather than using neuroscience to get consumers to buy more, could we use it to encourage
greater ‘buy-in’ to the learning experience?
After all, you don’t need a scientist to tell you that attention, behaviour and motivation
are critical to successful learning. Could we optimise the performance of the classroom
environment by improving our understanding of neuroscience and behavioural ergonomics?

IN THE ZONE
We designed the Spaceoasis® Classroom drawing on our knowledge of how flexible
environments and zoning can provide what we have long believed to be a superior learning
environment to a traditional classroom. To assess whether this design succeeds from
a neuroscientific perspective, we asked Dr Tim Holmes, Director of Research at Acuity
Intelligence, an expert in understanding the factors that influence cognitive and emotional
behaviour, to provide us with a critique which we then used to improve our ideas.
Find out what he had to say overleaf.
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P R I N C I P L E S

E
T H E

ZONING

NEUROSCIENCE
OF CLASSROOM
DESIGN

NATURAL

ZONING
Create distinct
zones that
are naturally
delineated without
the use of walls
or barriers, each
with its own
identity. This will
help anchor the
learning in longterm memory and
prime behaviour
appropriate to
the space.
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FLEXIBILITY
Reconfiguring
space gives
students a sense
of ownership.
Teachers can tailor
their environment
to suit the lesson
- a lack of a desk
hierarchy reduces
the formation
of cliques,
encouraging
greater interaction
and participation.

DECLUTTERABLE
Reduce visual
noise and enhance
flexibility by having
adequate storage
space so you can
remove furniture,
screens and
‘stuff’ and create
clear space.

FLEXIBILITY

DECLUTTERABLE

NATURAL
Nature has a
calming effect
and cognitive
performance
improves in
naturalistic
environments.
Our aesthetic
preference for
naturalistic stimuli
is universal; we all
respond to nature
in the same way.

PERSONAL
People are
more invested
in environments
they create. Giving
students the
power to influence
and change the
appearance
or layout of
their learning
environment
enhances their
engagement
within it.

DYNAMIC
Movement
increases the flow
of oxygen, which
is fuel for the brain,
reducing fatigue
and improving
cognitive
performance,
so the learning
environment
should enable
activities that
allow students
to move around.
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The

SPACEOASIS CLASSROOM

10

W H AT T H E N E U R O S C I E N C E T E L L S U S …

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Collaboration Spaces
Learning is an active and social process occurring as a result of observation
and modelling. The brain can also learn vicariously by watching others.
The design of the collaboration space allows for both physical and cognitive
collaboration allowing students to learn alongside and from each other.
Digital Space
Reminiscent of tech stores, students will associate the clean lines of the
digital space with focussed research, while the touchdown still supports easy
collaboration between adjacent workstations.

9

Comfortable seating
Any discomfort or fatigue
wrecks attention so
encourage movement
wherever possible and
make sure your seating
is comfortable for longer,
more focused sessions.

Mobile Screen
Visual noise can distract as much as auditory noise
and having what looks like a TV in the room could
be a subconscious cue, priming students to think
of something they’d rather be doing. Being able to
store the screen when it’s not in use removes this
potential distraction.
One Blank Wall
A blank wall enables you to continually change
and refresh the look and feel of a space through
decoration, lighting or projection. Keeping the space
interesting makes people want to come back and
allowing students to contribute to the look and feel
of their space increases ownership. The imagery
we are surrounded by at the time of learning helps
anchor concepts and facilitates recall.

11

Group Gathering Space
Attention is a finite resource and we tend to ‘spotlight’ our focus on a single
subject of interest at any moment in time. Our biases lead us
down the path of least resistance so, if you want attention to
be focused on a single speaker, it needs to be easy for the class
to do so. Tiered seating provides clear lines of sight making it
easy to concentrate on the teacher and for the teacher to spot
questions, register confusion and monitor class response.

5

12

1

Contemplation Space
Our inability to suppress auditory input can be damaging to
attention as it makes it difficult to suppress distractions – in
other words we ‘can’t hear ourselves think’. A quieter space
for thinking, reading or even meditating can improve
concentration simply by making it easier.
Storage Space
Enables decluttering, creating space and removing visual
‘noise’. The creation of space is important because it facilities
movement, improving the flow of oxygen to the brain, which
reduces fatigue and improves cognitive performance.
Flexibility = Ownership
Research shows that people are more invested in environments
they create. A study out of the University of Essex looking at
workplaces showed a productivity increase of up to 32% as
result of workers being allowed to arrange the environment
themselves. The flexibility of the seating and table arrangements
allows students to create personalised learning spaces for the
whole class or groups they are working in.

4
2

7
11

8
6

3

10

9

Desk Territory
In classrooms with desks, students tend to choose the same spot
every time they enter the room, which restricts social interaction and
can encourage cliques. Removing desk barriers in this shared space
will bring the class together to enhance discussion and shared learning.

12

Step Up
The removal of desk barriers makes it easier for students to step up
and present, share ideas and results and see how others respond –
developing valuable presentation and communication skills.
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INSET:
BETT 2017 STAND
SHOWCASING
THE SPACEOASIS
CLASSROOM…
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YOU’RE SO PREDICTABLE…

Writable Surfaces
Research shows that visual communication and the
ability to explain ideas through sketching / scribing
facilitates learning because it strengthens the
neuronal pathways to the brain, providing additional
routes to enable recall from long term memory.
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Scientists know how we’ll behave
because people are predictable.
90% of what we do is unconscious:
our brains automate our responses
to relatively predictable events,
based on prior experience, to free
up resources for new learning and
problem solving.
SPACEOASIS.COM E31

Space to Absorb / Engage / Reflect / Focus / Create / Collaborate /

Being able to reconfigure the
space creates a sense of ownership
and increases productivity.

3

2

1

4

3

And finally…

1

02

2

01

1

Conversation and Demonstration

Spaces that develop communication skills are important
and these spaces facilitate more intimate conversation and
demonstration. Having a choice of formal or informal seating
arrangements enables teachers to impose more or less
structure on a collaborative session.

1

General Aesthetic

Research shows we are
hardwired to respond
to good design. If a
classroom is visually
appealing, students will
want to be inside it and
want to come back.

2

Under-Seat Storage

Attention that is not
held will wander.
Mobile devices can be
distracting but being
parted from them can
be emotionally disruptive.
Have them close by but
out of reach and sight.
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3

Get them thinking…

A quotation or question
projected here could
get students talking,
helping them to begin
idea formation ahead
of teaching which
will promote question
asking in class.

4

One to One

One of the greatest
barriers to fast recall of
information is negative
emotional experiences.
The contemplation space
offers the teacher a safe
environment in which
to talk to students
away from the class,
helping to improve their
emotional wellbeing.

HELLO@SPACEOASIS.COM

2

Reflection

Reflection is an important
part of memory
consolidation; it provokes
‘rehearsal’ which is known
to be a significant aid to
memory that strengthens
neuronal pathways.
A quieter space for
reflection is valuable.
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3

Maker Space

The workshop aesthetic
will prime the students
through associative memory
and encourage exploratory
and creative behaviour.
The natural imperfections of
the worksurfaces will prime
students to focus less on
perfection and precision
and more on innovation.

Dr Tim Holmes, Director of Research at Acuity
Intelligence, a neuroscience based marketing
and design research consultancy and Honorary
Research Associate, Royal Holloway University
of London:

“For some time now, retailers have been
leveraging ideas from neuroscience
and psychology to effect behavioural
change. Working with Spaceoasis® I’ve
shown where these learnings are directly
applicable to the design of education
spaces. With good design classrooms can
become more than just a place to deliver
learning; they become a tool that can
be incorporated in lesson planning and
used to improve the education experience
for both students AND teachers. These
proposals communicate good design
for all the reasons explained on pages
4-6, with distinct zones to support
different learning experiences within a
harmonious whole that triggers positive
emotional responses.”
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‘ The benefit of flexibility is that it recognises the
variety of skills, qualities and approaches
that are required for successful learning.”

We’ll ask the questions...

out very detailed plans for learning
and teaching that could be used to
inform designers. I developed a type
of learning brief that defines in detail
what I want to achieve and what
kind of experience the space should
deliver to its users. Prior to this people
weren’t thinking through in enough
detail the role of the space and
exactly what they wanted their
spaces to deliver.

where learners can enquire and
find things out, not just in specialist
areas but throughout the learning
environments of a school. For
example, technology should be
integrated almost like ‘the air we
breathe’ so you don’t have to gain
access through a specialist ICT suite.
I would recommend people read
the Clever Classrooms report
authored by Peter Barrett, who was
featured in the previous issue of
What’s the best piece of advice this magazine, which identifies key
you’ve been given?
aspects of the classroom environment
It’s something that applies equally to that have an impact on learning and
teaching and learning: don’t be afraid the improved benefits in learning
of making mistakes, taking risks and
outcomes that can be achieved.
trying new things but always reflect
on your actions and learn from them
What do you notice about
so you can continually improve.
well-designed schools that
is absent in those that are not
What’s the worst mistake
well-considered?
you’ve made in a lesson?
Boxes and corridors can’t provide
I’m being very open by sharing this
the necessary adaptability and
story so I hope people will judge me
flexibility that modern learning
kindly! My greatest mistake was not
requires. There must be a range
waking up the HMI (Her Majesty’s
of spaces that are adaptable and
Inspector) who fell asleep at the back dynamic to meet current and future
of my lesson… It was my second year learning needs. If you have cellular
of teaching and, in my defence, it was spaces you also need breakout
a very hot and stuffy day. It’s not a
spaces; it’s all about offering range
situation you expect to find yourself in and variety and giving choice as to
but, on reflection, I should have woken how and where to learn.
him up and it was a mistake not to.
Collaboration is hugely important
Thankfully it only happened the once. and well-designed schools will have
spaces that enable collaborative
What is/are the main
learning with an adaptable, agile and
benefits of a well-designed
reconfigurable FF&E.
learning environment?
Ultimately the benefit is that we
You’ve worked all over the
succeed in preparing young people
world. Is there something
for their adult life. To do that we must you’ve seen elsewhere that you
ensure that classroom environments
would bring back to UK schools if
encourage collaboration, enable
you could?
personalised approaches to learning
Schools in other parts of the world
and create a range of spaces for
tend to be less wedded to the idea of
individual, group and whole class
one teacher + 56m2 = a classroom as
teaching. Spaces need to be flexible,
we are here! You can see the quality of
dynamic and respond to the range
the environment and, crucially, variety
of learning needs. The benefit of
in the use of space is at the heart of
this flexibility is that it recognises
the design. There are hundreds of
the variety of skills, qualities and
examples of schools that recognise
approaches that are needed for
you need a sensible amount of space
successful learning. We also need
in order to promote good learning
larger and more connected spaces
opportunities. I also see schools that
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TERRY WHITE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE ASSOCIATION
FOR LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

Q7

Continuing a long and
successful career in education
as a teacher, Headteacher
and Principal in schools and
community colleges, Terry
White is now a consultant
specialising in learning-led
design and Executive Director
for the Association for Learning
Environments (A4LE) in the
UK. Terry works with learners,
teachers and designers to
ensure that there is a strong
emphasis on learning, teaching
and the improvement of
educational outcomes when
building and remodelling
schools and academies. He
was lead designer on many
successful BSF schemes and
delivered the design brief for
over25 academies, schools,
University Technical Colleges
(UTCs) and pathfinder projects.
We talked to Terry about why
he went into teaching, what’s
so special about learning-led
design and what you should
do if an inspector falls asleep
during your lesson…
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 ho was the first teacher
W
to really inspire you?
Vincent McQueen. He was a
primary teacher who made learning
matter for me and everyone in my
class; a creative teacher with a love
of words, both written and spoken.
He encouraged me to join a local
drama group called The Questers
in Ealing. He taught me for three
years in primary and he was a truly
inspirational and gifted teacher.

Q1

as possible, and that our education
system needed to reinvent itself. We
needed to engage, motivate and get
learners involved, no matter what
point they started at.

 hat made you become an
W
advocate for learning-led
design?
As a Head and Principal, the
leadership of learning through the
collaboration and engagement
of learners, staff, parents and
When did you realise, or what
the community has always been
made you realise, you wanted fundamental to my approach to
to teach?
developing future learning. But, in
I knew very early on that I wanted to developing a pedagogy for future
teach. I was still in secondary school
learning, we were often constrained
and I saw that some of the people I
by the spaces we were working in.
was learning with were succeeding
In the main, the ‘one size fits all’
and others weren’t. I knew how
approach to school design, based on
important education was and I felt
a model of classrooms and corridors
sure that there were better ways to
that has existed since the start of the
motivate and engage learners.
20th century, constrained us. We were
I grew up during a time when we
agreed on the skills, personal qualities
were experiencing a rapid increase
and curriculum we wished our
in the cultural diversity of the UK.
learners to develop and experience.
I had a very early understanding
We needed not only to change the
that education was a life-changer, a
pedagogy but to create a more
liberator, a way of ensuring everyone
stimulating environment for learning.
has a rite of passage. I knew that
I took inspiration from schools
education had to cater for a variety of in California that were developing
needs, to be as open and supportive
‘learning briefs’ in which they set
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are recognising the importance of
the relationship between teacher and
students, engaging learners in the
process of learning and designing
spaces that are more collaborative.
Schools in other parts of the world are
ensuring that learning becomes more
personal and this is often reflected
in the confidence, enthusiasm and
excitement that both learners and
teachers share about the places
they work.
If you could give teachers one
piece of advice about learning
environments, what would it be?
Recognise that you must always
facilitate the needs of your learners
as this is what should drive the
design of your environments for
learning. However valued advice
for me would be from John Hattie
in ‘Visible Learning’: ‘The greatest
effects on student learning occur
when teachers become learners of
their own teaching and when students
become their own teachers’. Making
our designs learning-led will ensure
that we achieve this.

Q9

How and when do

Q10 you relax?

I enjoy travel, reading, film and
theatre and enjoying good food
and wine in the company of
valued friends.

Q6

Q8
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“

Technology
should be
integrated almost
like ‘the air we
breathe’ so you
don’t have to gain
access through
a specialist
ICT suite.

”
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A
BOLD
NEW
APPROACH
LAUREN COSTELLO WAS
AWARDED AN OBE IN 2015 IN
RECOGNITION OF HER SERVICES
TO EDUCATION. OVER THE
COURSE OF HER CAREER LAUREN
HAS LED SEVERAL SCHOOLS
OUT OF SPECIAL MEASURES TO
OUTSTANDING OFSTED RATINGS
AND IS NOW THE DIRECTOR OF
EDUCATION AT THE WHITE HORSE
FOUNDATION MULTI-ACADEMY
TRUST. HERE, LAUREN EXPLAINS
WHY THE CROFT PRIMARY SCHOOL
IS EMBRACING A BOLD NEW
APPROACH TO THEIR TEACHING
AND LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS.

I

n 2010, I was fortunate enough to be involved
in the Building Schools for the Future initiative,
looking specifically at how children learn in the
built environment and what might be possible if we
consider how a building could have greater impact on
children’s learning journeys and experiences.
Through research and visits, it became obvious that
reception class children were more creative, learned
more, were more resilient and had no caps on their
imaginations when the environment was free flowing
or open planned so that they were more compelled
to self-regulate, self-select and were in charge of their
own learning.
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Surely it’s time for a radical change?
So, if that produced the best learning when
children first started school, why were we not
looking in greater depth at how other year groups
were learning and taking the very best practice
from the early years and applying across a whole
school? Although technology has changed and
facilities have improved, fundamentally learning
has remained the same. Children of a certain age
enter a box and as they get older they move to
a new box; 4 walls, windows and a board at the
front. Essentially the same as it has been since
1840. Surely in the 21st century we could consider
making radical and fundamental changes
based on pedagogical evidence of how children
succeed and why they fail?

resilience to take control of their own learning, to
meet new friends in different lessons, to be with
a number of new teachers through the day, or to
have the confidence to still know that they were
good learners with great skills and abilities.
In recognising this, we looked at how we could
use the learning environment to develop these
learning behaviours and social skills so that
independence and working in different ways with
a number of students and adults became second
nature to our children at The Croft.

At The Croft we designed classrooms to be open
plan where possible. We used the ideology of
best early years practice and exported it to the
whole of KS1. For Years 3 and 4 we understood
that children also needed to experience a class
situation using more traditional learning skills. This
was a deliberate move to further help children to
adjust to their learning to the environment and to
develop a wider set of skills. In Years 3 and 4, we
focus on traditional resilience and basics. For this
focus, a standard single classroom suits.

The brief was given to Alison Capstick, Head
of Teaching and Learning at The White Horse
Foundation Multi-Academy Trust and Jo Scanlon,
KS2 Leader at The Croft Primary School. They
looked at what The Croft children needed, how
their resilience and independence as learners
could be further developed so that their ability to
work in different contexts with different people
was secure in any area of the curriculum.

Preparing to succeed at secondary school
The biggest and most dramatic change to using
the building effectively to promote learning
comes in Year 5/6. From research, both in this
country and especially in Australia, one of the
barriers to children succeeding immediately
in secondary school centres around them not
having the necessary organisational skills or
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We had a great opportunity to add another
dimension to preparing children for the next
stage of their education by being creative and
courageous with the environment.

A fluid and adaptable space
At the heart of the way the space looks is the
need for it to be fluid and adaptable. The removal
of any internal walls or barriers means that
120 children can be taught in a variety of ways
with no pressure but totally dependent on the
need of children or the demands of a particular
subject area. The space transforms easily for
art, drama, DT, as quickly as it closes in for small
group work. In addition, independent learning,
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or study is encouraged and children can move to a
space of their choosing to learn. We looked at how
the furniture needed to adapt to a different way of
working as well as how IT would be a daily part of the
learning experience for our children. The next step is to
ensure children have individual tablets and IT to meet
their learning needs and that it is linked to home and
accessible wherever they choose to learn.
It is courageous and different and a little scary, but it is
based on sound pedagogy and we know it will ensure
our children at The Croft have such a head start as
they begin the next phase of their education as they
will have the confidence they need to learn in different
ways and maintain their confidence and resilience as
successful learners.

‘SURELY IN THE 21ST CENTURY
WE COULD CONSIDER
MAKING RADICAL AND
FUNDAMENTAL CHANGES
BASED ON PEDAGOGICAL
EVIDENCE OF
HOW CHILDREN
SUCCEED AND
WHY THEY
FAIL?.”
 AUREN COSTELLO OBE
L
THE WHITE HORSE
FOUNDATION
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Lessons on the
Village Green!
JOANA SCANLON, KS2 LEADER AT THE
CROFT PRIMARY SCHOOL & ALISON
CAPSTICK, HEAD OF TEACHING & LEARNING
AT THE WHITE HORSE FEDERATION
MULT I-AC AD E MY T RU ST T E L L S U S MO RE.

I

f you thought learning could only take place in a
classroom with four walls, 30 chairs and quite a few
tables, prepare to have your assumptions challenged.
The Croft Primary School part of The White Horse
Federation Multi-Academy Trust (TWHF) in Swindon,
an Outstanding primary school that opened in 2012, has
created a stunning open learning space based around the
idea of a village green.
The centre of the learning space is a Village Green designed
to inspire and host learning for up to 120 children. This may
take various forms including team teaching, joint inputs,
debates and small group work, while maintaining and
nurturing the Croft ethos “Learning at the head and heart
of everything we do”, which underpins everything. The key
for the village green is for us to have a creative and flexible
space used to support and inspire learning. We both felt
that a central space was of absolute importance for this
learning environment. »

“I LIKE THE BIT IN THE
MIDDLE, I LIKE THE GREEN GRASS,
I THINK IT’S GOOD WHEN WE ARE
ALL TOGETHER ON THE GRASS.”
YEAR 4 PUPIL

E38 CASE STUDY: CROFT PRIMARY SCHOOL
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Four learning environments flow out from the Village Green, they are
all interconnected and lend themselves to a supportive and cohesive
space that will engender a creative and purposeful curriculum offer
for Upper Key Stage 2. Building on from other open plan areas in the
Croft this will be an area where children will flourish and continue to
be independent learners.

A closer look
Tiered seating around the central
‘green’ is flanked by curved
LearningSurface® dry-wipe
CurvPress® screens that flow
into four outer learning areas
populated with reconfigurable
agile furniture including individual
LearningSurface® tables, reverse
cantilever chairs, teacher stations,
upholstered stools and ICT
touchdown points.

As Croft is growing year on year this space will eventually become
the Year 5 and 6 learning space. Currently we are taking advantage
of the learning space being vacant. Already we have held a variety
of events. These have included a Remembrance Service supported
by Royal British Legion & Mayor of Swindon, STEM, Literacy and
Arts Festivals supported by seven other TWHF schools, theme days
to support new topics, TWHF Business Meetings and a Christmas
Wonderland Concert.

Storage walls create visual
separation between the spaces
while retaining the free flow
between areas.

“IT’S BRILLIANT WE
CAN USE THE DESKS
AS WHITEBOARDS.
WE CAN COLLABORATE
AS ONE TEAM.”
 ROFT PRIMARY SCHOOL
C
TEACHER

From the back of a train timetable to reality
Myself and colleague Alison Capstick had a vision for this space,
albeit on the back of a train timetable whilst drinking a latte, which
in consultation with James at Spaceoasis® became a slicker plan
that was made reality. With our ideas and James’s enthusiasm a
CAD plan was created. This was supported and endorsed by our
CEO and Director of Education and within weeks the order was
placed. The Spaceoasis® installation team arrived and within two
days (and a constant supply of tea and biscuits) the sketch on the
back of the train timetable had become a reality.
Future plans
Although not in use as a Year 5/6 area yet the children really enjoy
using this new learning environment for events and festivals. This
year we are taking classes to the Village Green area preparing
them for the next steps in their learning and so we can adapt the
environment to suit all types of learnings.
I think if you are considering breaking the mould, you need to dream
big and aim for blue skies. Don’t compromise your vision with
budgets; design first, ask later. Go for it!
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FIVE THINGS YOU
SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
LEARNINGSURFACE®

THE WRITING’S
ON THE WALL
(AND THE TABLE
AND THE POD…)

01

Not all writable surfaces
are created equal. Make
sure you invest wisely.

02

W

ritable surfaces continue
to be hugely popular with
teachers and learners.
Being able to write on tables or walls
is engaging, enables new teaching
and learning styles and liberates your
thinking while providing new ways to
work as a team. And it’s fun.

But not all writable surfaces are the
same. Poor quality surfaces will scratch
and stain easily so they’ll look a mess
even after they’ve been cleaned, making
them a poor investment. We developed
our trademark LearningSurface®
because we wanted a writable surface
that could withstand the inevitable
knocks and scuffs of school life,
still work brilliantly and look great.
LearningSurface® is durable, ultracleanable and a world away from the
‘sticky-back-plastic’ budget versions that
won’t survive a term.
If you’re thinking of investing in writable
surfaces make sure you choose good
quality products that are designed with
school-life in mind, otherwise you’ll have
smudgy surfaces that need replacing all
too quickly.
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03
04
05

It’s compliant with the quality standard
BSEN 14434 which covers the ability to
write and erase as well as the staining of
writing boards.

Horizontal LearningSurface® panels, which will
inevitably have books and bags plonked on
them, are coated with a highly durable type of
thermosetting plastic resin set under extreme
pressure at very high temperatures to make it
super tough.

Vertical LearningSurface® wall boards are
composite aluminium, similar to panels used in
aircraft manufacture, offering superior quality
and longevity.

LearningSurface® can be applied to virtually
any horizontal or vertical surface, from table
tops to Agile screens, curved pods and even
entire mobile walls.

If you look after your LearningSurface®
(use the right pens and keep it clean –
we’ll provide you with instructions) it will
last and still look gorgeous.
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TIERS
OF JOY
HOW TO CHOOSE THE
RIGHT TIERED SEATING
FOR YOUR SETTING

T

here’s something about sitting on steps.
Whether you’re perched outside in a summer
garden, eating your lunch on the steps of
a cathedral or huddled on the stairs at a party,
sitting on steps feels slightly ‘out of the ordinary’;
a bit special. Done right, tiered seating can have
a similarly uplifting effect in learning spaces:
• It’s a great place to gather groups of students
and, because they are sitting on different levels,
they can all see so it’s easy to get their attention
• Tiered seating is the ideal place to begin (set the
task) and end a session (sum up)
• It’s ideal for peer to peer presentation
• Sitting on the steps brings a sense of fun,
togetherness and energy
• Presenting to a crowd of people sitting on steps
brings a sense of audience – it makes presenters
(students and teachers alike) raise their game
• Tiered seating can make a dramatic focal point
for a space when you want to make a statement
or give a space the ‘wow’ factor.

01

07

A rough guide
to Spaceoasis®
tiered seating

04

As with all our ranges,
tiered seating is available
in hundreds of colours
and a vast range of
finishes so whatever your
imagination can come up
with, we can deliver.

ATTUNE - Mobile and
available in curved or straight
units, this is the Rolls Royce
of tiered seating in terms of
comfort. If you’ve got enough
ceiling height (at least 3.5m)
you can go up to three tiers
with Attune.

01
05

03

MINACK - Made to measure
tiered seating with integral
storage, you can order
Minack by the metre.

02
CLOUD - Works brilliantly
wrapped around the outside
of pods and screens.

03
02
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YOYO - Dual height
upholstered benching
that work as tiered seating
when combined.

LOBE - Brilliant in children’s
libraries with its varied height
perches and seats.

05

06
ARENA - Fixed tiered seating.
Basic but effective.

07
STACK - Great for large open
plan spaces and libraries.
Talk to us about tiered
seating options for your
space – whether it’s a large
open plan learning plaza or
an ordinary classroom, we
can help you choose what’s
right for your space.
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P E A K

S K I L L S

We were so impressed with The Peak Academy’s philosophy and achievements, we asked their
students to design and produce a stool for us. You can purchase these beautiful wooden stools
from Spaceoasis®, with all profits going back to The Peak Academy. Here’s why we wanted to get
involved with this inspiring school.

M

any schools aspire to help their students develop
‘real world skills’ or ‘bridge the gap between the
worlds of education and work’, but few manage it
as convincingly as The Peak Academy. Students working in
the school’s DT workshop make products of such high quality
that visitors have been known to ask if they can buy them, at
full retail price, on the spot. They already sell their picnic tables
to other schools and have aspirational plans to expand their
production capabilities even further. DT students have their
own fully equipped tool box, use proper individual workbenches
and the school is gradually acquiring the same professional
machinery found in ‘real world’ workshops, closing the gap
between skills acquired at school and those needed in a
professional environment.
“People who visit us are blown away by the quality of what
our students produce,” said Cen Davies, the Peak Academy’s
KS 3 and 4 Manager and DT specialist. “Some of our students
think they are no good at anything. Our DT programme gives
them an opportunity to build their self-esteem by learning how
to design and make products that are of a genuinely excellent
standard. It gives them real sense of self-belief and
a confidence that helps them in other areas of their lives.”

The Peak Academy, part of the White Horse
Federation, is a school for children who are
statemented as having social, emotional or mental
health needs. The school’s mission is to enable them
to fulfil their potential and to leave the school with
useful, practical skills that they can use in work and
in daily life. We met The Peak Academy at a White
Horse Federation Business Partnering Evening,
which the Federation held to nurture partnerships
with local businesses and suppliers.
The Peak Academy stools are part of our permanent
product portfolio, providing an ongoing, sustainable
source of income for the school and a national
platform for the students’ skills and achievements.

CEN DAVIES,
WORKING WITH
STUDENTS
AT THE PEAK
ACADEMY
TO PRODUCE
HIGH QUALITY
STOOLS FOR THE
SPACEOASIS®
COLLECTION.

ALL PROFITS FROM THE SALE OF
THE STOOLS WILL GO BACK TO THE
PEAK ACADEMY, A WHITE HORSE
FEDERATION SCHOOL.
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